======================================
Episode 10: Ogra's Minions Raid Providence
======================================
It was 7:30 PM, Christopher drove along with Maxelle, Iris and Lisa to the Myles's
Household to inform them that Catherine has been captured by one of Ogra's minions.
Christopher knocked on the door three times.
Avi: I'll get it. (she sees Christopher.) Oh, it's you.
Christopher: Where's Wendy at? Catherine's been captured by Ogra's demons.
Avi: She has?
Wendy: What is it? Catherine's been captured? When did this happen?
Christopher: If only I knew.
Damien: Seems like Christopher's scared of these demons. It's not a first.
Christopher: Why are you insulting me? Don't you care about what will happen to
Catherine?
Damien: I could give a shit-less about what happens to her. I don't associate myself with
yellow-bellied pussies like you and Lisa.
Avi: Damien, now's not the time for you and Christopher to be fighting. We should be
focusing on our plan of attack against these demons.
Damien: Here's my plan of attack; I got it right here.
Christopher used his Shadow Hiding technique to dodge Damien's attack and then he
grabs him from behind in a stranglehold.
Wendy: That's enough, Christopher and Damien.
Christopher: (lets him go and nearly punches Damien.) Just be thankful that you're
friends with Wendy. I don't associate myself with garbage like you.
Damien: . . . . . . .
Christopher: If I wanted to my Raiken powers against you, you would be dead right now.
Maxelle: Are you two finished fighting?

Christopher: For now. Right after we defeat these demons, we can continue.
Lisa: Christopher.
Then, the home phone rings. Wendy picks the phone up.
Wendy: Hello?
???: Wendy.
Wendy: Alcoa? What's going on in Providence?
Alcoa: Demons are raiding Providence. Do you have that Raiken with you?
Wendy: Yes. Why?
Alcoa: I want you to keep him safe from those demons.
Christopher: I think I'll pass, Alcoa. These demons are attacking innocent people; I have
to at least do something to help you guys out.
Alcoa: . . . . . .
Christopher: My Raiken powers are incomplete but I can fight against those demons
and drive them out of Providence. You have to trust me, Alcoa.
Alcoa: Alright. I'll go on ahead and inform the leader about Ogra's attacks in Providence.
Just try to stay alive.
Christopher: I'll do that.
Alcoa hangs up the phone.
Maxelle: Ok, Christopher. Let's go kill some demons.
Christopher, Maxelle, Iris and Damien drive to Providence's city limits to fight some
demons. Meanwhile at the Providence Police Department, Eugene was waiting on
Christopher Mason to show up.
Eugene: Excuse me, sir. Can I make a phone call to my lawyer?

Police Guard: For what? You made two phone calls to your buddy, Christopher; why
should I do that?
Eugene: I have rights.
Police Guard: Sure you do. I don't care about those so-called rights you have, you
should have thought about that the moment you brought in Proud Mary.
Eugene: I had no idea she was under 21; what's her real age?
Police Guard: 19, according to our reports.
Eugene: Who told you that?
Police Guard: Raphael Kingsley.
Eugene: What?!! I can't believe this; he sold me out.
Then someone screams.
Police Guard: What was that?
The door to the prison was blown away. It was Rosemary and Bella Donna.
Police Guard: Who the hell are you guys?
As soon as the police guard drew his gun out, Rosemary fired a Rose Needle at the
guard's ankle and kicked him in the face.
Eugene: Who are you guys? Demons?!
Rosemary: Why are you so surprised, Eugene? I can't believe you fell for that.
Eugene: You're Mary and Bella. Why are you here?
Bella Donna: We're here to teach you a lesson. We killed everybody in this station; it'll
be fitting just to torture you a bit before we kill you. What do you say, Rosemary?
Rosemary: Fine with me; just let me know when you're finished.
Meanwhile in Providence, Christopher and his crew stumble upon some demons. They
were low-ranked. Christopher was just about to fight them until the Meguras and Koya
appear to stave them off.

Christopher: Koya? What are you doing here?
Koya: Don't worry about us; just go on ahead and stop those demons.
Christopher: OK.
Maxelle and Iris aid The Meguras, Abdullah and Koya on killing the demons.
Christopher and Damien enter the mall and he was shocked to see people running
away in fear when those demons killed almost everyone in the mall. They see Sage and
Thyme in the mall; angering Christopher.
Christopher: Where's Ogra?
Sage: He's far from your reach. You two are a bunch of fools challenging his power.
Damien: Save that shit for someone who cares. Come on, Christopher; let's kill these
bitches.
Christopher: Couldn't agree with you more, Damien.
Christopher and Damien fight against Sage and Thyme. Damien was able to defeat
Thyme but Christopher was under the ropes against Sage. Sage was using a forcefield
to shield herself from his Raiken powers. Christopher was slighlty overpowering Sage's
forcefield and was able to break through her defense and electrocute her.
Christopher: I won't ask you again. Where's Ogra?!!
Sage: It's no use. You're better off killing me.
Damien: What are you waiting for, Christopher? Kill her.
Sage: Fool!!
When Sage tried to attack Christopher, he generated a Raiken Sword and stabbed her
in the stomach. (Raizan)
Sage: That's impossible. How was he able to use his Raiken powers as a weapon? (she
dies.)
Damien: Wow, I guess I underestimated you. Good job, Christopher.

Christopher: Thanks. I still wanted to ask her some questions about where Ogra is
hiding.
Damien: Don't worry. We'll find them eventually.
Then Maxelle and the others appear.
Abdullah: So what happened here?
Christopher: We got through killing some demons. Anyway, we have to find out where
we can find Ogra. It seems like his hideout is outside Providence's city limits.
Meanwhile at the Providence Police Station, Rosemary was torturing Eugene. What
was happening to him was abhorrent to explain but Rosemary was enjoying every
moment of it.

